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Participants from 10 countries used the opportunity to meet"

other people interested in p-adic theory. There have been'
25 lectures at the conference. A wide range of different t?pi~~

was discussed. The following list gives an idea of the subj~cts

that were mainly treated: .

p-adic differential equations and the Boyarski principles,

p-adic L-series, SL2(~p)-representations,Mumford curves, rigid
and crystalline cohomology of varieties, uniformization and stahle
reduction of abelian varieties, theory of Drinfeld modula~ !orms
and Zeta-functions, modular theory of Mumford curves, tra~sce~~

dence theory, locally convex spaces, analy~ic extension and
T-filter.
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B. DWORK: ~arsky Principle 11

We indicate how the Laplacetransform may be used to study how the

Frobenius matrix of generalized hypergeometrie functions vary

with exponents.

Let for example f (A ,x) E?Z[ A, xl' ••• Xn ] , a E U = <Q n ?Zp'?l.

1Consider A as variable element of [p' RA = ([p[ x, f CA ,x)] ,

RA,a
LX.-d-R

ldX i >",a

Put a.A = [pI x, tl, (t = new variable), ~ ,a = ta..t;. ,. by the fermal

dt
Lapl~cetransform TA : ~ (x, t) -+ b~ (x, t) exp (-t 7ff (x, A))T

we map Va,A = ~,a/L·Di,A~,a ente Wa,-A where

)
. d p-lexp(ntf • x idX . 0 exp (-ntf), Tr = -p.

1

Re.placing RA by a corresponding Reich space (completion) and ~

by the space of powerseries in x,t converging in a poly disk of

radius l+E, we deduce (subject to some hyperthesis on f) the

commutative diagram

TX .

V
)

Wa,'A a,A

a=IPOFl ! ljJ~y (a,b)
.p

Vb,XP Wb AP
TAP

) ,

where pb - a E 'll.

ljJ = summation over preimage

of x,t· -+ xP,tP

yp(a,b) = factor of gauss sum

e.g. if pb - a = tE [O,p-l] , then

y (a,b)=C-n)tr Ca)
P p

This remains val id for a, b E Zl provided we. take a b 1 •
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A. ROBERT: p-adic Represent'ation's 'of open subgroup of SL 2 (<Qpl

I: Iwahori subgroup (c ::: 0) in K = 5L 2 (llp) C G = 5L 2(~p)

TTk(S)<P(x) -= (cx + d)k q;(~~':~) if s-l = (~ ~) E I

defines a unitary (continuous) representation of I in the Tate

L
'i>o

algebra of the unit disc lx\ ~ 1, $(x)

lail ~ 0 H = {<p anal. on lxi ~ 1}

k E X= 7l / ( 1)77 X 7l ( i f P f 2).p-, ~ p

Theorem: TT k ist top. irreducible when k 1 ~ ~

ia.x
1

uncountable family of inquivalerit irreducible such

restric. of TTk to any open subgroup of I remains top. irred.

TT k cannot be extended to K.

These TTk are analytic: TTk SL2(~p) ~ End (H)

h = (6'~~) ~ k,-2x :x' c = (g 6)~ - 'd~' f = (~ g) ~ x2~ - k,x.

Projection operato~ ~n maximal weight space (const. functians)

strongly convergesTI [1 - (D v (j )) / (v ~ j) ) I
j~o p

For subgroup b ::: c ::: 0 of I can define
k b lax+b

TT1,k(s)<P(x):: (ex + d) (a +i) <P(cx+d)

Conneetion with Morita-Murase: Ind~TTk

(k,l EX).

- -
TT k acts in H

p
Q)

i=o
H.

1

e contains a dense subspace (Frf!chet) in which repr. of K extends

Ta G = SL2(~p). This Fr~chet space consists of analytic functions

over 0: -~'.p p

Ref;: C.R. Acad. Sc. Paris t. 298 (J984) pp. 237-340.

M. van der PUT: Vectorbundle on a Mumfordktir've

Main Res"ult: E vectorbundle on a Mumfordkurve X, defined over a

field K. If E is semi-stable and deg E = 0, then exists a ~-bounded

representation (unique up to isomorphism p such that E is iso

morphie to the veetorbundle E(p) derived from the representation p
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of the fundamental group r of x.

This result has been proved by G. Faltings for the ease of a

field K with a discrete valuation. The proof that we gave (or in

dicated) works for a general field K. A p~per on the subjeet is

in presentation and will be written by M. Reversat (Bordeaux) and

M. van der Put (Groningen). In the lecture, the relatively simple

case of a Ta te-eurve X = K */«:I>is presented. Let n: K* ~ K*/( q> = ~

denote the unifonnisation of the Tate-curve. The vectorbundle 1T*E on K* e
is trivial, and r-equivariant. The vectorspaee V c n*E(K*) con

sisting of the sections 5 E n*E(K*) with the following conditions:

(i) sup (I q 1Inl 0 50
n<o on

(ii) lim (OsO n+l .) 0
n~+co I q I . ~ 1 z 1.::.1 q I n

turns out to be r-invariant, r-dimensionalAridV generates n*E.

So the representation p corresponding to E is the r-aetion on the

r-dimensional vectorspace V (N.B. r = ~ank E).

In the proof one rteeds to consider certain completion

K( ( f» and k( ( r» @k K of the group ... algebra K[ r] .

D. GOSS: Zeta-Functions f6~ Ftin~ti6rt Fi~lds

In this talk we described various developments in the theory of

such functions. These de~elopments-concern: The converse to ~he

Herbrand criterion; the interpretation due to S. Okada and the

author of the Bernoulli-Carli tz numbers; and two' eri teria for

eyelicity of eomponents. In particular, we are able to show that

these eri teria wo'rk for same components hut for all primes. The

components that arise seem to be related to numerial evidenee for

a funetional equation of such functions. We also presented a
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possible analogue of the above structure in the theory of classieal

p-adic L-series.

P. ROBBA: Symmetric powers of ·the" P"-:ädic' "Be"ssel equation

Let w be a nontrivial additive character onW (p ; 2) and
p p

w : = w 0 TrIP:lF i ts extension to ~q (q = pS). For A E lFq , one
q P q P

d f · h Kl K ( '\ ) ~ w (x + A_). For· '\ E W" -- lF alge 1nes t e oosterman surn q 1\ :=~eF* q x .1\, (Xl. P
" q

define deg A := [lF (A) : lF ]. It is weIl known that the'L-function
" p p

assoeiated to the Kloosterman sums is a polynomial of degree Z.

L (A , T) : = exp (r K (A ) Tm/ )
n Y ] psrn. rn

(where 5 = deg A).

(1 - 1T 1 (A)T) (1 - 1T 2 (A)T)

if k ·even

In this talk we give a p-adic theory for the infinite product _~

M
k
(t) = 1: ~ (1 - 11 (_>.. \I)k-\l1I (_>.. \I) \ltdeg >..) -l/deg ->..

AEJE: \)=0 J 2

(k positive integer).

We show tha t Mk is a'.polyn<;>rnial of degree

k - 2( l] ,k even
deg M

k
= { 2p

k+ 1 - 2(.!.. + l] k dd
~p 2' 0 •

This is done by interpreting Mk u~ing Dwork's cchornology and using

own results on index of differential operatiors. The operators"tc

consider are the symmetrie powers cf order k of the"' Besset" d"iffe-

rential equation.

Using Dwork's dual theory, one show~ also that one has

Pk(t)Mk(t) where Mk satisfies the functional equation

eonst.tÖMk (l/pt )(0 deg Mk) and the degree of Pk is givenby

2 + 2[ 2kpl
deg Pk = {

if k odd.
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c. SCHMIDT: p-adie L-functions attached to Rankin

convolutions of mo,dular fc'rms

L
n=l

2 -s
L ann where fez)

n>1

For an arbi trary newform f E Sk (N, v) wi th rational Fourier eoeffieients

we eonsider the assoeiated "symmetrie square funetion"

~(2S+2-2k,v2)
Dooef,s) = ~(s+l-k,v)

andits twists Doo(f,X,s) by Dirichlet characters x· For the· primi- 4It
tive symmetrie square Dooef,x,s) whieh is- a eertain modifieation of

Dooef,X,s) at finitely many Euler .faetors, we prove

J. holomorphic eontinuation and a functional equation for s + 2k-1-s

2. algebraicity of the special values Dooef,x,m).TI~ power j< f,ft

for m = 1, ••• , 2k -

3. p-adie interpolation of the spe~ial values by a p-adic L-function

Dp(m,s) for any prime p{2Nap

4. functionai equation of the p-adic L-functiens:

Dp (m, 5J = ?p (2k - 1 - m, 2 - 5) •

Using and generali5ing werk of Shimma, W.Li., Sturm and Arnaud.

The results above were initiated by joint work with Coates, where

we have been working in the special case k:= 2, v=trivial character.

These, for the correspon~ing modular elliptic eurve E/~ one looks

at the "symmetrie square function"

2 -1 - s 2-1 1-1
L(Sym ,5):= TI det (l-Frobq q ; eSym-Hl(E)) q) .

primes q

and shows holomorphic continuation and ~unctional equation for

s -+ ~ - s by showing
2S. L(Sym ,X,s) = Doo(f,X,s).

These is a conjecture whieh relates the p-adie L-funetion Dp(E,s),

that one gets in this way, with an arithmetically defined p-adic
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L-function from 1wasawa theory on E or rather on ExE. For CM-curves

this conj ecture follows from the "2-variable JIain-Conj ecture q
•

H.B.S1EBURG: Exponential functio"ns: -and' -algebraic inde·pendence

over non-Ioeal-fields

Let R denote any commutative ring with J. For.any real multiplieative

valuation $ on R define

6($) :-= inf {$(a) : 0 j a ER}.

1t is easily seen that QC~) E· {G,1}. Let

D : = { R : 3 ~ non-·t r iv i a 1: Ö ( cf» = 1}

and let fi be the class of all fields heing quotient field of rings

in D.

Let (k,cf» E fi be fixed and let K denote a comp~ete, algebraically

closed extension of k. Assuming char (k) = 0 we present general

criteria from whieh one can deduce transcendence and algebraic

independence results for values of the exponential function asso-

ciated to K (analogons results hold for chat (k) > 0).

An interesting application is the following: Let exp be the ex-

ponential function defined over a complete, algebraically closed
- 1 N

extension of k -= ~(e). Then exp Ce ) ~ ~ for any ·positive integer

N. Here e Z denotes the "real" exponential.

E.U.GEKELER: Geometry ofDrinfeld modular curves

Let K be a function. field in one variable over the finite field F ,q

"oo"a fixedplace 'of degree 6" and A the ring of functions intege~ outside

00. Let further C be the completion of the algebrai~ closure of Koo,

and Q -= C\K .
00
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'l.The discrete group r = GL( 2,A) acts by fractional linear transforma-

tion on the "upper half plane" n, and r,n is, by a theorem of Drin-

feld, the set of C-points of an affine algebraic curve Mr , defined

over a certain finite abelian extension of K. 1t follows by results

of Deligne, that the genus g(Mr ) isthe dimension her) of H' (r,(Q);

a similar result holds for congruence subgroupsr' of r.

Now, by the analytic theory of modular forms for f on S1, it is

possible to cornpute g(Mr ), if one is able to describe the sets

of cusps resp. elliptic points for f, and if one knows the divisor

of just one modular form, which is, unlike the classical case,

the most difficult part.

In the talk, I formula ted answe'r's to this questions . As a corollary,

one obtains the following formula for her) = g(~r)' irnproving a

result.of Serre for sufficiently small subgroups f' of r:
~'ql 0 0 exen

1 +
(q=l-)P(q) - z[ 0 (q+1)P(1)+{ (q-l)P(-l) 0 odd}]

her) = - 2
q - 1

where P(X) is the polynomial of degree 2x~enus .cK) in the nominator

cf the ~-function cf K.

By the complete d~scripticn of possible points and types cf rami

ficatians, it is easy to compute h(f') for any given congruence

subgroups f' of f. ~

Further, same connections w~th Stark's conjectures and questions

of diophantine geometry over K w~re indicated.

W.RADTKE: Diskontinuous arithmetic groups in the function field case

Let FAFq , q = pn a function field in one variable and 00 a fixed

place cf F. The ring A := {f E Flf regular outside oo} is a Dedekind

domain of' finite ctass number h. Let k be the completition of F
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with respect to 00 and K the smallest complete alge closed field

containing k. The group.PGLZ(A) acts on the tree of the loeal

field k and also aets on F, k, n : K\k. Serre proved a strueture

theorem for this group

PGLZ(A) :: (Cfo*Glfl)*GZfZ* • •• )* Ghf'h'

where f o is finitely generated, th~ r i are stabilizers of eusps

and the Gi are the intersections fo n fi. Each r i is a torsion

group and each Gi is finite.

The quotient f'I./r can be compactified. byadding h points 5" ... , sn.

The compactified quotient turns out to be the set X(K) of K-points

of a projective algeb~aic curve X. This is known by work of Drinfeld.

By co~sidering products cf the form

8(w,n;z) = z-yw
II z-yn'

yef
w,n,Z e Q, r ~: = PGL 2 CA) ,

one can construct a nonconstant meromorphic function qn the curve X.

~uch a function f can be, obtained by a quotientof two suc}:l products

8 j , 8 Z' which have the same factor of automorphy. It is a theorem

of Deligne, that the genus g(X) of X equals the rank'of

r ab = P/( r,f ]. (This is finite because of Serre's theorem). The

construction of this function g show~ that g(X) ~ rk rabe For

a e f ~~fine un := 8(w,aw; .), which is independent o~ the choice

of w. u a are regular l-fornis on X. For aproofof Deligne' s ·theorem
a

in terms of nonarchimedean function-theory it remain~ to show,
,duai . _ ab

that the forms ~, 1 - 1, ... , rk r , a i a basis for the free
a·

part of rab, are linearly independent.
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F.BALDASSARI: p-adic GAGA

Let Xo be non-singular algebraic variety defined over Ko = ~alg;

we assurne to be given a locally free~ -module of finite type ~,
o

endowed wi th an integrable connection \jo· To the tripie (Xo ' "0' 'V 0)

one cIassically associa tes a ([-analytic obj ect (XCI' lfCil.' \jcl)

made of a smooth [-analytic spaee XeI with a eonnection (~l' 'V eI )

on it. Analogously, in p-adic rigid analytie geometry, one has a

natural function:

where Xrig is the regular rigid variety over K = alg. closed, cam

plete, p-adic field, associated to X . The Grothendieck-Deligneo .

comparison theorem asserts that 'if ("0' V0) has regular sing1J1ari ties

at infinity there are natural 'i~omdrphi~ms:

[ ~ HrlR (Xo; (~o' Va)) ~ HriR (XCI; (ttl , Vcl ))

where HriR stands for the de Rham cohomology (i.e. hypercohomology

of the de Rham eomplex) of a conneetion. In the rigid analytie

case we conjecture that

holds in full generality, and in particular when (~o' Va) is ~.

irregular at infinity. We can prove the canjecture in the follo-

wing to particular cases:

a) when Xo is a curve

b) when (Xo ' 'Ja) is regular.
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M. MATIGNON: Topological genus of valued fields

All absolute values are non archimedean.

~e~. : Let K be a field. A topologic"a"l funct~on.field L of one variable

over K is the completion of a valued function field of one variable

over K. I ts topolog'ic'al 'g'e'rius' is: gt (L)' ~: min g (M) for M function

field of one variable over K dense in L (g-(M) is the genus of M).

We pr~~e ·the"'follo~irig.

Th.: Let K be a complete valued field, (Ka1g)A be the completion

of the, al gehraic closure of K. Let L-:> K, L"Cf (Kalg) A' be a topologi

cal function field of one.variable ov~r K, then 3 KJ~ K finite

s~.ch that ,for all Kif; KJ C' K" c' (Kalg) "., the fi~ld (LK If
) A is a

topological function field of one variable over Kif and

i) if r. I Kalg => g ((LK")"') = g'TLK")top
M is the residual field, M~ the completion)

ii) if L C Kalg => gtop ((LKIf
) ..... ) = 0

,_. ~or _,~): The ,inequali ty gtop (LK lfA ) > g (LK") comes from a ~enerali

sa~~~n of a previous result of H. Math~eu, Arch. Math. 1969.

,Our proof useS reduction of algebraic curvesJtheother ~nequal~ty

comes from the lifting porperty of algebraic plane curves wi~h .

.. onl?, ~od~ as s~ngulariti~s (Papp, Arc~. Ma th. 1965).

e for iiJ: It was.obtainea by·M.v.d. Put (Stable reductionofalgebraiccurves

. :.I.~~a.ga ~.i.ones 1~84) for maxima~ly complete a~g~braic~lly closed field K.

Y. MORITA: Irreducibili ty of' äna'l'y't'ic' 'r'e'presentations of 5L 2

'over a' 'p-'a'dic numbe'r fie'ld

Let L be a finite extension of ~p' and let k be a maximally complete

field containing L. Let X : L* ~ k* ,be a locally analytic character.

Put
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We define a representation of the parabolic subgroup P of G by

P a p = (~ ~) + xCa) E k.

Let Ind CP, G, X) be the space consisting of all functions P G + k

such that F is locally analytic, and

F (pg) X(p)'P (g)

holds for any pEP. rhen this space I(P, G, X) has a natural,

topology, and G acts on this space by

(g, g1 E G, FEInd (P, G, x)).

definable (with parameters, from K) and closed in the valuation

'We can determine all closed G-invariant subspaces of Ind (P, G, X),

and can determine the equivalences between all ineducibily re-

presentations o~tained from the r;s.

E. ROBINSON: p-adic Spectra

Valued fields first-order equivalent to the p-adic numbers are

called "p-adically closed". This theory has been extensively in-

vestigated by logicions (c.f. - Roquette, SLN 1050) interested in

such properties as quantifier elimination. Logical techniques lead 00.

the following result:

Any subset of Kn , K a p-adically closed field, which is first-ordere
topology is expressible as a finite union of finite intersections

of sets of the' form

.{x E Knlp(x) has an n'th root}

where p(x) is a polynomial over K.

For example (p 1 2), the ring of integers is {x I J + p.x 2 is a

perfeet squaie}. There is an analoguous characterisation of

definable open sets.
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We investigate the Grothendieck-topology given by finite ~tale

coverings surjective on p~adically closed points of the eorrespon

ding varieties, and show that this leads to the definition of a

spectrum functorial on rings which has·a structural sheaf of

p-adieally closed Ioeal rings (i.e. henselian loeal rings with

p-adieally closed residue field). We show further that this spec

trum can be represented as a topologiealspace, and use the above

eharaeterisation to prove that,' for finitely-generated ~p-algebras,

the subspace of the elosed points of the spectrum is isomorphie

to the points over ~. of the eorresponding variety equipped withp

the valuation topology.

F. HERRLICH: Non-arehimedean Teichmüller s'paees

Let f be a finitely generated group, K a complete non-arehirnedean

field. We call TK(f) := {TE Horn (f, ,PGLZ(K)): T injective, T(f)

discontinuous and wi'thout parabolic elements} the Teichmüller

space of f over K, and we put TK(f)

MK(f) TK(f)/Aut f.

We define a f-farnily over an analytic space S to be a group horno

morphism llJ : r -+ AutS (S x TI> 1 (K)) such tha t the induced homomorphisms

tlJ s : f -+ PGL Z(K), llJ s (y) (z) : = Pz (tlJ (y) (s, z)) are elemen,ts of TK(f)

for all sES (PZ is the projection onto the second compo~ent).

A {f}-family (resp. [f] -family) is then .an equivalence class for

the identifica tion of 1lJ and ß. 0 1P (resp. ß 0 1lJ 0 a) for inner auto

morphisms ß of AutS (S x ll'J (K)) and a E Aut f.

If S=TK(r), then by 1P (Y)(T,Z) := (T,T(Y)(Z)) a r-family is de-
. 0

fined.As there exis~s a section ~ : TK(f) -+ TK(f), we ean define

a {f}-family over TK(f) by ~1 (Y)(T,Z) := (T,O(T)(y)(Z)).
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We ean show that ~o C~l) is a universal f-family C{f}-family),

whereas MXCf) is only a eoarse moduli spaee for [f]-families.

If TKCf) is non e~pty, then r eontains·a free normal suhgroup r of

finite index!, Every r-family then induees a family of Mumford eurves

of genus g= rank (r0)' eaeh of whieh has- an automorphism group eon

taining a subgroup isomorphie with f/f o . Then _

M(r,ro ) := TK(r)/{a E Aut r :a(ro ) = T o } is the closure of a stratum e
of the moduli space of Mumford eurves of genus g.

We mention the following properties of the Teiehmüller spaces.

a) The defini tions are functorial in K and f (for inj ective group

homomorphisms)

b) TKCf) is eontained in the affine . algebraie K-variety

SK(f) Horn cr, PGL 2 (K))

e) If r =f]*t,f Z' then s(r) = s(r,)xS(C)SCf z)
d) SK(f) and therefore TKCf) are nonsingular

e) dirn TKCf) = 3g + 3 (D - d) + Z(e - e) if TKCf) is nonempty. .Here g

is the cyelomatie . number of a graph of groups with fundamental

group r. D(d) is number of noncyelie vertex Cedge) g!OUps. C (c)

its number of nontrivial eyelie vertex (edge) groups.

f) The analytic structure on fKcr) ean be defined by a covering

.eonsisting of analytie polyedra. This rnakes it possible to

define the ~nalytic s·trueture on Mk (f"] •

S. BOSCH: N~ron models {rom the rigid analytic viewpoint

Let K be a field with a discrete non-Arehimedean valuation and

eonsider ascherne .'f flat and loeally of finite type over the

valuation ring K. Then ~·is uniquely eharaeterized by its geometrie

fibre *n and by the formal analytic variety,* assoeiated to the

formal completion)( oflt. Using this fact and the uniformization
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of abelian varieties (see the lecture of W. Lütkebohmert), the

following results were shown·:.

Theorem: (Neron, Raynaud). Let A be an abelian variety over K.

Then the Neron model of A exists and is of fin~te type over K.

Theorem: ( Grbthendieck). There exists a finite separable extension

L of K with a unique extension of the valuation from K to L such

that the Neron model of A 6a L hag- semi-·abelian reduction .

...
Theorem: (Raynaud). Let TI > 3.be an integer prime to char K, where

K is the residue field of K. Ass-ume that all n-torsion points of A

are ra tional over K. Then GrotheIidieek"'s resul t on the semi-abelian

reduction holds for L = K.

(joint work with W·. Lütkebohmert).

W. LüTKEBOHMERT: Uniformization o"f abe'l"iaJi var'ieties

Let k be a field with a discrete non-Archimedean valuation assumed

to be complete and algebraically closed. Let A be an abelian varie

ty over k. The following results we~e show~:

1. There exists·a unique open analytic subgroup Ä of A which is a

connected, quasi-compact, formal analytic group having .. : semi

abelian reduction' A.

2. Ä has the universal mapp.ing property:

I f X' is a formal analytic variet"y', smooth over k and connected,

and if <p : X -+ A is a rigid morphism such that im <p n Ä 1 r/J, then

im $ c Ä and <p : X -+ Ä is- formal.

3. Let Ar be the düal of A..Then there are cano.nical isomorphisms
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4. Let T c Ä be the maximal affinoid torus (given by H1 CA )2)).

Let B := ÄIT be the quotient. Then B is an abelian variety with

good reduction. The exact sequence

is a lifting of the:chevalley decomosition

~T~A~B~l.

5. The uniformization of A can be express'ed in the diagramm:

r ker p
+

T

/
T ~

B

B

where

T ~ T is the affine torus containing T as torus of units

Ä - -1 -Ax T/{cs ,s) 5 E T}

P is a surjective covering map

r = ker p c Ä is a lattice of rank t = dirn T

Moreover, H1 (A,2Z) = H1 (Ä,2Z) = 0 and H1 (A,zz) ; 2Z t .

Now let k be discretely valued, K the completion of the algebraic

closure of k.

6. There exists a unique open analytic subgroup Ä of A such that

group mentioned in 1. which is asso- ~
o

formal group over k (not necessari1y

where Ai( is the

" k. Anq. A is a
•
k).

A e k = Ai('

ciated to A

smooth over

7. If Ä is smooth over ,. there exists a~ open analytic subgroupÄet

of A which is formal, quasi-compact and smooth over k with the

following mapping property:
o

If X is a formal analytic variety, smooth over k, and if ~: X ~ A

is a rigid morphism, then im ~ c Äet and ~ : X ~ Äet is formal.
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.8. Let n ~ 3, prime to char k. If A[n] consists cf k-rational
o

points, then Ä is smooth over k.

(joint work with S. Boseh).

P. ULLRICH: Analttie liftirig ~f ~lg~br~i~ tori

Let G be a formal analytic ~roup that i5 smooth over the valuation

ring of a completely non-archimedean valued field k. Suppose that

_ there is a closed immers·ion (j. of group schemes over the residue

field of k defining the split d-dimensional affine-algebraie torus
-T as anormal subgroup of the reduction G of G.

Then by means of rigid analysis one can lift ~, i.e. there exists

a elosed immersion o· of formal analytic group5 defining ·,the spli t

d-dimensional affinoid torus T over k as a subgroup of Gin. a way

that the closed immersions and the reduction maps eommute~ 'This

lifting is unique and T is anormal subgroup of G.

W. SCHIKHOFF: Duali ty t'he6r'y 'fo'r To'cälly -c'o'nve~x s'paces over

no'nspherica'lly" c'o'nip'let'e" "fie'lds

Let E be a loeally eonVex space over a comp1ete non archimed~a~

va1ued'fie1d K with a dense va1uation. A continuous seminorm p:

on E is a po'lar 5eniin'drm if P. = sup {I f I : fEE', If I' ~ p}.,

E i5 a polar 5paee lf there exi5ts a family po1ar·seminorm5, '-defining

the topology.

E is strongly polar if each continuous seminorm is polar. If'~

i5 spherically (-= maximally ) eomp1ete each E is strongly polar.

If K is not, 100 i5 polar, out not 5trongly polar., 100 je i5 not
, 0

polar a5 (1 (X) Ic o ) 1 =(0) ..

The cla5S of polar spaces has nice stabili ty propert~es. Also we have

Theorem: On eompactoids of apolar space, the initial topo-

logy coincides wi th the week topology. flBoun.ded" = "weekly bounded'~.
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Theorem: E strongly polar ~ (l~E)-Hahn-Banach theorem holds

t
E is cf countable type

(= if [fl ~ P on a subspace then there

is an extension ~ with I~I' < (1+E)p)

Further theorems can be proved, for example:

Thm.: Each Frechet space ofcountable type over [po is reflexive.

N. DE GRANDE-De KIMPE: Proj ective local°l"y K-c'onvex 'spaces

Let K be a field with a non-trivial, non-archimedean valuation.

Let E be a locally convex space over K, F any closed subspace of

E apd TI : E + ElF the quotient map. A locally convex space X over K

is said to have the "lifting proI?erty" wi"th respect to E if for

every linear continuous map f : X + ElF there exists a linear con

tinuous map g : X + E such that 1T D g = f.

If (e) is a class of locally convex spaces over"K then a locally'

convex space X is called "projective with respect to {'C)" if X

has the lifting property with respect to every element of (-eJ.

Let (N7) denote the class of" all nuc1ear Frechet spaces over K.

Main resu1t: If'X is a locally convex space such that its strong

dual space is metrizab1e then X is projettive with respect to the

class (N7) • . _

Coro11aries: (i) Every Banachspace is proj ective wi th respect to (NrJ •

. (ii) If the valuation on K is discrete then every Banach space is

projective with respect to (B) V (N1)((B)= "the class of all Banach

spaces over K).
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E. KANI: "Real-analytic" functions on non-archirnedean curves

Let K be an algebraically closed fieId, complete with respect to

an absolute value I· I ~ and let C be a smooth projective curve de

fined over K. Non-trivial examples of "real-analytic" functions

f : U -+ IR on open sets U C' C are furnished by (i)N~ron's pairing

on CxC-diagonal and (ii) Green "s func't'iöns on subdomains of C.

In the archimedean case, both (i) and (ii) may be "constructed"

by integration of suitable positive (1,1)-forms ~efined on C

(or on subset~ thereof). The purpose of this t~lk wa~ to show

that the s'ame can be "done als'o' in the non-archimedean case and in

particular, that there exists a notion of "integration of (1,1)-

-forms" on C.

This was done as foliows'. Let X be a rigid analytic variety with

a reduction map p : X -+ X (s. th. Xis of finite Type /K). For each
~ ~ ~ ~

irreducible component Xi .of X (with dirn Xi = dirn X) define a

(real-valued) additive set function ~i on the boolean algebra

eon (Xi) of (Zariski) constructive subsets of Xi by

~i(A)
"]

{ 0
-if Ais(Zariski~) den?e in Xi

else

-
where A E eon (Xi). Let eonrig(x) denote the algebra of rigid

~ constructible sets of X, i.e. the boolean algebra generated by the
"'

allowahle subsets of X, and define ~p : Conrig(x) -+ IR by

II (A) L~. (p(A) n X.), A c eon . (X).
P i 1 1 Tlg

Then ~p is an additive set function on eon . (X) which may be used
rlg

to "construct" (i) Neron pairings (4 la Arakelov) and (ii) Green's

functions (~ 1 a Rumely) on affinod subdomains X of C.
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P. BERTELOT: On the duality theorem for rigid cohomology

Let K be a field of characteristic 0, cornplete under a non-archi

medean absolute value, (9its ring of integers, k its residue field;

we assurne k to be perfeet, of characteristic p > o.
If Xo is a srno~th, quasi-projective variety over k, one can attach

to Xo two types of p-adic cohomology groups which are K-vectorspaces:

- it's rigid cohomolog'y groUEs Hi
rig (Xo/K): they coincide with •

crystalline cohornology (tensored,with K) if Xo is projective, with

M::>nsky- Washni tzer cohomology if: Xo is affine, and allow to recover

Dwork's analytic cohomology.

- i t' s rigid cohomology groÜps' 'with 'cE)'mp'ac't' sup'p'o'rts H~ (Xo/ K) :

they coincide with crystalline cohomology (tensored with K) if Xo

projective, and allow to recover Dwo~k's dual analytic cohomology.

The purpose of the talk wa's' to present resul ts about the duality

between these, groups, wi'th a special empha.sis on the affine case.

The main points are thefollowirig:

i1) Hc(Xo/ K) = 0 if i > 2 dim Xo

2) There exists a trace map: H2n (X ) ~ Kc o/K
3) There e~ist canonical pairings

Hi . (X· /K) x Hj (X /K) ~ Hi+j (X I )rlg 0 c 0 c 0 K

i4) The ~paces Hc(Xo/K ) have a canonical topology of quotient cf

Fr~chet spaces, and the above pairings define a map

i 2n-i
Hrig(Xo/K) ~ Horn contK (He (X/ K), K).

5) If the spaces H~(O/K) are Hausdorff; the above. map is an iso

morphism. In the general case there exists a duality theorem at

the level of cochain complexes, from which this statement on
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cohomology can be derived.

As an application, one can prove the following

Theorem: Suppose Xo is smooth and affine, and is the complement .

of a divisor with normal crossings i~ a projective smooth variety.
iThen the spaces Hc (X6/ K) are finite-dimensional and Hausdorff;

hence the spaces Hi .. (X" /K) (equal to Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology)r1g 0

are finite dimensional dual to H~(XO/K).

M. Piwek: Families of Schottky"g"rOlipS

Let k be an algebraically closed field, maximally complete w.r.t.

a non-archimedean valuation, let S be"la' -r.educed k-analytic space and

(9 = f9s i ts structure sheaf.

Then PGL 2(!}(U) : = AutU(UxlP 1) for each admissible U C s.

Dei.: A subgroup r < PGL ZC9(S) is called Scho"ttky"-group on n>~ iff

for each sES, the group r s :=' {Z'7 y(s,z) Iy E r} c ~GL2(k) ,iso a

Schottky-group and the canonical map r 7 r s is an isomorphism.

With the help of a result on coverings given by units, one can

find locally for the Grotheridieck-topology Schottky-bases for r

and good fundamental domains:

Theorem.: (i) The set Z : =' .f (5, z) E S lP.l I z is not a I imi t point for rs}

is an admissible open subs'et of SxlP 1 ,

(ii) There exists an admis'sible covering of S with affinoid domains
-1Ui and for each i an admissible F i C P (Ui ) n Z s. th.

-·1 .
Ca) u yF i = P (Ui ) n z

yer

(8) yF i n Fi = ~ for almost all y E r

( ) F
. 1

y i n ({s}~ ) is a good fundamental domain for f s .
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One can now easily construct the quotients ~i = (p-l(Ui ) nZ)/r ~ Ui

and glue them to a quotient ~= Z/r + S, which is a family of

Mumford-curves:

As an example consider the group [f', f] , wi th f = < a) *( ß) , Cl, ß

parabolic transformations with fixed points 0,00, J, s, 0 < Is-l I < 1

as a family over {siO < [s-1 I < 1}. This leads to the family

r'z
-. "J,'YZ' } over' {O < IA-1 I < 1}.

~2
Y2 - 1

L. GERRITZEN: Theta fUl1ctions:and ho'r'izontal 'elements

On a curve of genus g over a p~adic field which admits a p~adic.

Schottky uniformization there is a canonical ~-module of rank g

of differentials of the first kind.

These differentials are obtained by non-vanishing analytic auto

morphic forms with constant factors of automorphy whi~h are some-

times called multiplicative periods and give the multiplication

period form or period matrix.

These period forms allow the construction of th~ Jacobian variety

of the curve. If you take th~ Riemann theta funetion in these

automorphic forms whose coefficients are given by the multipli- e
cative period form you can obtain the Riemann vanishing theorem

which implies that the 8-divisor is the (g-l)-fold product of the

curve canonically embedded into the Jacobian variety of the curve.

Moreover YOll can take certain derivatives of e which give non-re-

gular rational differentials of the second kind which can be inte-

grated and which have additive periods in the classical sense of

the word. The~e differentials can be chosen in such a way that
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these additive periods are integers for any family of curves which

admits a split p-adic horizontal element. for the Gauss-Manin-con-

nection.

For a Legendre~type family of ab~lian coverings of the projective

line the diffentials wi~h multiplicative periods and the differen

tials w~th integral additive periods are computed and expressed

in algebraic terms.

Let K be a cornplete ultrametric algebraically closed field. For

every closed bounded subset Dc K, let H(D) be the Banach algebra"

of the analytic elements '6n D provided with the norm of uniform

con~ergence on D, DOD. We recall a family of holes (Tm,i)1<i<k__ rn

with Tm,i C CCa,dm) clrcle of center a, of diameter dm, mEIN

with dm < dm+ 1 , l~m dm = R, provided with a family,of positive
m-+-eo

integers (qm i) is called a T-sequence when,

o olim [ max
m-+-oo 1<i<k- - m

q .
d m,l

(_m_)
p .m,l.

TI
j#i

'1 <'i <k
m

e with a . E T . and Q =
m,l m,l" '111

q .•m,l

Similarly we" define dec"rea'sing T-sequences. T-sequences characterize

fhe T....fil ters- on D: here the 'fil ter:H of base the annuli r < IK-a I < R

is called the T-filter.of center 0, of diameter R. We denote by BQi)

the set {K E D11 K-a I' ~ R}. 'J; also defines a continuous mul tipli-

cative serni-norm lJJ,. on H(D) : 1.fJ,. Cf) = lim 1f CK) ,I fO.T fEH CD) .

if inf p . > o.
(m, i) m,l
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Theorem 1: Let D be a bounded closed infraconnected set with a

weIl pierced T-filter']; with B~ = ~. Then H(D)/Ker ~ is a field r;

the quotient of the norm nUn and the absolute value ~ quotient of

llJ.,. on rare equivalent.

Theorem '2: 'Let f (K)" 'be' ä 'ta'y16r" 's'e"rie's' 't'hät conv'e'rges for IK I < R

and let D be a"ri infräcorlIiec't'e'd "c'16s"e"d s'e't "wi th a" 'we'll J?ierced

,decreas ing T- fil ter );"Öf "c"e'nter 0,- 'of "diame"t'er R t"ha t' contains,

d (0, R). There" do'es' 'e'xis't "abo'liride'd "e'leme'nt gEH (D) s'uch tha t

g(K) f(K) whenever K E·d(O,R). "All'the 1 E .H(D) such that

1 (K ) f (K ) fo r IKI < R är'e' "the g + h wi t h h E k e r ljJ~ •
-- " ;r

Theorem 3: Let D b~ • bdunded c16sed infraconnected set with a weIl

pierced T-filter'];and let/(};j "t"he' "ide'al'of "the f E H(D) such that

f(K) = ° whenever K E B~. 'Then H(Bo;J) is' algebrically arid topo

logically isomorphie to H(D)~~.

(Remark: if B(jiJ has no T-,filter complementary to JC:'then

IrJiJ = ker ~. hence H(BC*)) =. H(D)/ ker ;,).

M. SARMANT: Construction pra"tique "cl 'un prolongement d 'une s~rie

enti~re de' rayon de' convergence 2: 1+

(Les notations et les hypotheses sont les m~mes que dans l' article

pr~c~dent).

lim
n-++oo

o

1) g(K) =E
iElN

On eherehe:
Ei

J-+
1

tel que: Ibil > Ib i + 1 1 > 1 et g(K)

V K E C(0, 1).
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1
1):"' on voit que

1

f(K) = g(K) 0 1:
iElN

na K
n 1:

iElN
VKE C(O, 1)

Ce syst~me de +00 d'equations.est equivalent i:

A BE ou

E
O

1 1
E 1 Bo ••••• • e·1

A E = , Be än BI!
0 1

soient des matrices infinis.

On demontre alors:

1) la matrice ·B est invertib1e si 1a suite (D(Bi,<P), :l)iE}\J est ..

une T-suite idempotente et alors:

2) A etant danne 1a suite (Si) etant bien choisic, i1 existe une

matrice ~ B te1k que:

B(B'A) = (BB')A = A.

Ce qui entraine que E = B'A e~t solution.de A ='BE (la v6iifi

cation de B(B' A) = (BB')A = A ~tant indispensable car' 1e pro-

duit de matrices infinis nIest ni toujours possible, ni associatif),

d'ou 1a solution du prob1~me •

. Berichterstatter:' Meino1f ',Piwek
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